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I. Introduction

Since the beginning of this century, limiting dilution assays LDAs’
have been used to quantitate a wide variety of biologically active particles
BAPs including bacteria Phelps, 1908, protozoa Cunningham, 1915,
viruses Clark, 1927, tumor cells Hewitt, 1958, irnmunocompetent cells
Makinodan and Albright, 1962, and neurocompetent cells Barbarese et
a!., 1983. LDAs can also be used to quantify the effectiveness of purifica
tion and depletion procedures Taswell et a!., 1979 and to separate and
characterize BAPs and their clonal progeny Taswell et a!., 1980. Recent
articles by Taswell 1981, 1984a,b presented basic principles of LDAs,
reviewed existing methods, and introduced new methods for the problems
of model discrimination, parameter estimation, and design optimization.
This article attempts to collect in one publication all methods of statistical
analysis relevant to LDAs and to present them in a unified manner with a
common terminology and notation.
Throughout most of their history, LDAs have been known as dilution

assays, serial dilution assays, dilution series, dilution tests, fermentation
tube tests, coliform density tests, etc., and limiting dilution analysis as the
dilution method, dilution series method, fermentation tube technique,
multiple tube method, multitube fermentation method, etc. It was only
relativelly recently that immunologists began using the newer terms lim

Abbreviations: LDA, Limiting dilution assay; SHPM, single-hit Poisson model; RAP,
biologically active or assayable particle; BIP, biollogically inactive particle; POP, physico
chemically observable particle; CTL-P, cytolytic T lymphocyte precursor; MLC, mixed
leukocyte culture; LS, least squares; WM, weighted mean; ML, maximum likelihood; MC.
minimum chi-squared; V. variance; CI, confidence interval; CV, coefficient of variation; df,
degrees of freedom; pdf, probability density function; and all other mathematical and statis
tical notation as explained in the text.
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iting dilution assays" Kennedy et a!., 1966 and "limiting dilution analy
sis" Groves et a!., 1970. Most bacteriologists, virologists, public health
officials, and sanitary engineers still use the older terms Wilson, 1983;
Greenberg eta!., 1985. Of all the different names for these bioassays, the
term "limiting dilution assay LDA" is the most descriptive, the most
general, and therefore the most appropriate for the collection of assays as
a class. The words "limiting dilution" emphasize two important and re
lated aspects of this class: 1 the assays are based on a process of dilution
of the dose to extinction of the response, and 2 this process requires that
only the BAP to be quantitated is diluted to these limiting doses while all
other culture system constituents are provided at saturating nonhimiting
doses.
Assuming that certain fundamental hypotheses Section 1,B are vali

dated for each case, the same methods of statistical analysis apply to all
LDAs regardless of the kind of BAP diluted in liquid suspension. Indeed,
these methods also apply to procedures used to quantitate BAPs that are
not suspended in liquid. Botanists, ecologists, and foresters quantitate
plants on tracts of land; their observational studies analogous to LDAs
are called stocked-quadrat surveys Blackman, 1935; Swindel, 1983. Ag
ricultural and veterinary scientists quantitate viruliferous insects in a vec
tor population capable of transmitting viral, bacterial, fungal, or parasitic
diseases to plant and animal hosts; their experimental procedures analo
gous to LDAs are apparently not known by any particular name Thomp
son, 1962; Kerr, 1971. All of these LDAs and analogous procedures are
dose-response assays that detect quanta! responses and require dilution
of the dose to extinction of the response. They must be distinguished from
a related class of assays such as plate, colony, plaque, and pock count
assays that detect quantitative responses and do not require dilution to
extinction. Different methods of statistical analysis apply to this related
hut distinct class of assays Fisher eta!., 1922; Roberts and Coote, 1965.
These methods cannot be used for LDAs.

A, LIMITING DILUTION ASSAYS LDAs
LDAs detect binary positive or negative responses generated by

BAPs in individual in vivo or in vitro cultures within groups of replicate
cultures that vary in the dose of the test preparation from which the BAPs
are sampled. LDAs can be used to estimate the absolute number of BAPs
[called the most probable number, MPN, or density of coliform organisms
by bacteriologists Phelps, 1908; Wilson, 1983], the 50% endpoint on the
dilution scale of the BAP test preparation [the dilution level at which the
group of replicates is 50% positive and 50% negative Reed and Muench,
1938; Worcester, 1954], and the relative frequency of BAPs [called the

immunocompetent cell frequency by immunologists Taswell, 19811.
These three parameter estimates are obtained from two subclasses of
LDAs: subclass I consists of all LDAs that can be used to calculate
absolute numbers and 50% endpoints but not relative frequencies, and
subclass H consists of all LDAs that can be used to calculate all three
parameter estimates. Absolute numbers are expressed as the number of
BAPs per unit volume of test preparation, 50% endpoints as units on the
dilution scale of the BAP test preparation, and relative frequencies as the
proportion of BAPs within a mixture of biologically active and inactive
particles RAPs and BIPs. Dilution levels for 50% endpoints may be
necessary for drug or antisera titration studies but not appropriate for any
study where it is possible and meaningful to estimate the absolute number
of BAPs because a dilution level is clearly less informative than an abso
lute number. Therefore, they will not he considered further in this article.
The two subclasses can then be designated by their distinguishing para

metric estimates as absolute number LDAs subclass 1 and relative fre
quency LDAs subclass II. Both absolute number and relative frequency
LDAs are biological assays for particles of a specific type defined by their
functional activity and called biologically active or assayable particles
BAPs. Relative frequency LDAs, however, also incorporate an accom
panying physicochemical assay for particles of a general type defined by
their structural morphology or other physicocheniical characteristics and
called physicochemically observable particles POPs. As an example,
LDAs are used to measure the relative frequency of cytolytic T lympho
cyte precursors CTL-Ps as the BAPs within a mixture of leukocytes as
the POPs Taswell et a!., 1979. In this example, the functional activity of
the BAPs is defined as cell differentiation and proliferation producing a
clone of cells that can kill target cells assayed indirectly by 51Cr release,
while the structural morphology of the POPs is defined as standard leuko
cytic morphology observed directly by light microscopy. In absolute
number LDAs, the number of POPs theoretically equal to the number of
BAPs plus BIPs is never known because any physicochemical assay that
could conceivably be used to observe them is not performed due to im
practicality or impossibility.

B. THE SINGLE-HIT POISSON MODEL. SHPM

To analyze dose-response data from LDAs, it is necessary to validate a
model incorporating two fundamental hypotheses: one for the provision
of the dose and the other for the generation of the response. For the
sampling of BAPs aliquoted to replicate cultures, first McCrady 1915
assumed a binomial distribution hypothesis and then Greenwood and
Yule 1917 a Poisson distribution hypothesis. For the generation of a
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positive response in the test subjects in vivo or in vitro replicate cul
tures, all of the original investigators assumed implicitly but never stated
explicitly the single-hit hypothesis: a positive response is generated in
every test subject that receives at least one BAP. Subsequent investiga
tors, including Iwaszkiewicz and Neyman 1931, Worcester 1954,
l.efkovits and Waldmann 1979, and Taswell 1984b. considered other
hypotheses for the response generation process such as multiple-hit, mul
tiple-target, variable-subject, false-positive, and false-negative phe
nomena.
Thus, the dose-response model originally proposed by Greenwood and

Yule 1917, and recently called the single-hit Poisson model SHPM by
Taswell 1981, incorporates the Poisson distribution hypothesis for the
provision of the dose and the single-hit hypothesis for the generation of
the response. The mathematical formulation of the S1-IPM is

exp-w = exp-4Ad I
where 0d is the negative response probability for each subject in the dth
dose group of replicate subjects, o is the unknown mean number of
BAPs provided to each subject of the dth dose group, 4 is the unknown
parameter to be estimated, and Ad is the known parameter for the dose
level of the dth dose group. For absolute number and relative frequency
LDAs, there are different interpretations for 4 and Ad in the identity td =

4,Ad. For absolute number LDAs, 4 is the unknown absolute number 0
4 cc of RAPs in the test preparation; and Ad is a known varying dilution
factor for constant volume samples or a known varying volume for con
stant density samples of the test preparation provided to test subjects. For
relative frequency LDAs, 4, is the unknown relative frequency 0 4 1
of BAPs in the test preparation; and Ad is the known mean number of
POPs from the test preparation provided to test subjects.
To estimate the unknown parameter 4, with the SHPM, the theoreti

cally predicted negative response probability 6d must be approximated by
the experimentally observed negative response fraction Pd according to
the equation

rd/nd = Pd Od = eXp-4kd 2
where rd and fld are, respectively, the number of negatively responding
subjects and the number of replicate subjects for the dth dose group. After
a logarithmic transformation and then substitution with the linear regres
sion variables Xd and Yd and slope parameter /3, Eq. 2 becomes

= lflrd/fld -4,Ad = = /3Xd

which shows that the SHPM is a member of the class of generalized linear
models McCullagh and Nelder, 1983.

C. SAMPLE AND POPuL.k [ION LLAs
Due to the unstable nature of most biological preparations, it is gener

ally impractical, if not impossible, to assay repeatedly the same biological
sample. It is possible, however, to assay repeatedly the same biological
population by performing, either simultaneously or serially, a sequence of
LDAs on a sequence of biological samples with one assay for each sam
ple. Two or more assays can be performed for each sample, hut only
simultaneously and not serially, because of the biological instability of the
sample. If they are performed simultaneously, however, then the data
from the multiple simultaneous assays can be combined and analyzed as if
obtained from a single larger assay. Assays and samples are thus consid
ered to be always in one-to-one correspondence with each other. With
this convention of one-to-one correspondence, the assays/samples are
indexed by a, and 4a is interpreted with respect to the sample as a fixed
parameter but with respect to the population as a realized value of a
random variable Fa with a distribution with mean p and variance o.
LDAs can then be described as sample or population assays according

to the number A of assays/samples in the sequence or subsequence under
consideration. For sample LDAs, there is only one A = I assay/sample.
They are used to obtain sample estimates 4 of sample parameters 4. For
population LDAs, there are two or more A 2 assays/samples with
indices a such that 1 a A. They are used to obtain both sample
estimates a of sample parameters 4a and population estimates and ój
of population parameters p and o. WAs can also be described as
single-dose or multiple-dose assays according to the number Da of dose
groups in the ath assay. For single-dose LDAs, there is only one Da = 1
dose group. For multiple-dose LDAs, there are two or more Da 2 dose
groups. The description of LDAs as sample or population assays and as
single-dose or multiple-dose assays is helpful when discussing the selec
tion of statistical methods that are appropriate for different situations or
for different interpretations of the same situation. For example, the same
LDA can be interpreted as a sample LDA or as one of a sequence of
population LDAs. Both assay design and data analysis may require differ
ent methods according to the different interpretations.

II. Sample LDAs: SHPM Validity Tests

Principles of bioassay validity tests and the distinction between model-
discrimination experiments and parameter-estimation assays were dis
cussed recently by Taswell 1984b. References to the literature on SHPM
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validity tests for LDAs can be found in the reviews by Taylor 1962,
Finney 1964, and Tasweil 1984b. These tests detect deviations from
the S1-IPM for parameter-estimation assays with a known culture system
where the SHPM is assumed to apply most of the time. They do not select
or "prove" one of many alternative models for model-discrimination ex
periments with an unknown culture system where a dose-response model
has not yet been demonstrated. Thus, they are used as assay-screening
tests, enabling faulty assays to be discarded and replaced while indicating
the possible nature of the defect in the faulty assay.

A. METHODS

Data from LDAs are validity tested for goodness of fit with the SHPM
by calculating x2 statistics and confidence intervals Cl for the slope
parameter /3 from the generalized linear models 1 and 2

In = cx + J3Ad 3

dd = a2 + $2/Ad 4

to determine whether i3 and /32 differ significantly from zero. These
models regress Yd = in on Xd = Ad and Yd /d on Xd = I/Ad by
weighted least squares where

= -in pd/Ad

is the dth single-dose estimate of /, This generalized linear modeling
approach to SHPM validity testing for LDAs was developed by Armitage
and Spicer 1956, Gart and Weiss 1967, and Taswell l984b. Consult
Gart and Weiss 1967 for the derivation of model I and Taswell 1984b
for the derivation of model 2.

I. Validity of the Assay
a. The Chi-Squared Slope Statistic. Consider the weighted least-

squares regression of 1’d on Xd for the linear model

Yd = + J3Xd

with weights Wd = 1!Yd where is the estimate of the variance V.
Then a 1 - cx 100% confidence interval CCI for each Yd is given by 1 -

cxlOO% CI Id = Yd – za,2/w2. Define the weighted means

Yw = W Yd/ Wd, Xw = WdXd/ ‘d

with sums over dfor 1 d D. Define the deviations from the sample
means Yd = 1d - and Xd = Xd - X. Then estimates for the slope /3, its
variance V/3, and the intercept a are given by

/[D - 2 WdX]

XIope
=

WdXd Yd / WJX = 3 WjX Yd
1/2

=

observing the x2 distribution with I degree of freedom df and the t
distribution with D - 2 df, respectively, for the null hypothesis that /3 = 0.
A I - al00% Cl for /3 is given by

1 - cx 100% C1$ = – I[ Vf] ‘2

where ta/2 is the two-tailed a level significant value of t with D - 2 df; P
values for test statistics can be calculated using the algorithms reviewed
by Maindonald 1984.

b. Model I. Set Yd = In , Xd = Ad, and
= ndpdln Pd2/I

- Pd. 5
excluding dose groups with Pd = 0 or Pd = I because they result in Wd = 0
or in indeterminate forms. Perform weighted least-squares regression and
calculate the CL for the slope /3, and the Xpe statistic XodeI under the
null hypothesis that /3 = 0. A negative value for f with a significant P
value from the I df XodcI test suggests the presence of a dose-response
effect consistent with a variable number dependent on Ad of false nega
tives. A positive value for f. with a significant P value from the 1 df
XnodeI test suggests the presence of a dose-response effect consistent
with a multihit and/or multitarget response-generation process.

c. Model2. Set Yd = 4d’ Xd = i/Ad, and

Wd = fldPdAi/1 - Pd 6
excluding dose groups with Ad = 0, Pd = 0, or Pd I because they result in
Wd = 0 or in indeterminate forms. Perform weighted least-squares regres
sion and calculate the CI for the slope /32 and the Xope statistic XeI 2
under the null hypothesis that $2 = 0. A positive value for I2 with a
significant P value from the 1 df XodeI 2 test suggests the presence of a
dose-response effect consistent with a constant number independent of
Ad of false positives.

2. Validity of the Estimate
If the SHPM is not rejected by the assay validity tests Section ll,A,i,

then a sample estimator such as ML’ or WM based on the SHPM

= WX1Yd/ WjX

Wy -
WXj

& = -

with the test statistics
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should be used to calculate the desired estimate of the unknown sample
parameter Section lLI,A. As t test of the validity of this final estimate
*, set

Pd = exp-Ad
and suhstitute d for Pd in Eqs. 5 and 6 for the weights LVd. Calculate the
XIopc statistics otherwise as above for the assay validity tests. Choose thc
statistic XiodeI or Xiodcl 2 whichever is larger with a corrcsponding P
value that is smaller, and report this statistic

2 c2 2
Xstopc - maxjxmeI I, Xmodel 2

and its F value as the statistic for the final estimate validity test. Note that
assay validity tests check goodness of fit between the model and the assay
data whereas estimate validity tests check goodness of fit between the
model, the assay data, and the final estimate.

B. EXAMPIF.S

Table I presents data adapted from Fig. I of Taswell et a!., 1979 from
relative frequency LDAs for dctcrminations of CTL-P frequencies in nor
mal murine spleen and thymus cell test preparations C57B1J6 responding
cells cultured with DBA/2 stimulating cells and assayed against P815
target cells. Table LI presents assay validity test statistics and their F
values for the spleen and thymus data from Tablc I. Since the S1-IPM is
not rejected, the assays are considered valid. By the principle of parsimo
nious use of parameters, the estimate to be calculated should be an esti
mate derived from the single-parameter SHPM [Eq. 11 and not from the
multiple-parameter models [Eqs. 3 and 4].

C. SELECTION OF A TEST

One df x2 regression slope tests for the SHPM Section II,A; Taswell,
1984b are more powerful than D - I dfx2 general goodness-of-fit tests for
the 511PM Taswell, 1981. They discriminate against several alternative
models whereas the likelihood ratio test derived by Cox 1962 discrimi
nates against only one alternative model. They are more efficient and
versatile than the validity tests published decades ago cf. reviews cited
above. Finally, as tests of linear regression slope parameters, they are
readily amenable to graphical presentation for investigators who so de
sire, though they should draw their conclusions from values of test statis
tics and not appearances of graphs. Since the dk tests are the most
practical yet fully efficient validity tests for the 511PM, they should be
used in preference to other tests.

TABLE I
DATA FROM SAMPLE LDAs FOR THE

DETERMINATION OF MuRINE CTI.-P FIu:QIIFNCIIsd

Assay d A re/n.j Pa 4v X 10d

Spleen 1
2
3

250
500
750

17/24
13/24
6/24

0.708
0.542
0.250

13.79
12.26
18.48

Thymus 1
2
3
4
5

100
500
1000
1500
2000

32/33
28/33
24/33
21/33
14/33

0.970
0.848
0.727
0.636
0.424

3.08
3.29
3.18
3.01
4.29

°Refer to Section 11,5 for a discussion of this table.
d, Index of dose group; A, known mean number of
POPs which are total leukocytes in these assays; ra,
number of negatively responding cultures; tie. number
of replicate cultures; Pd, fraction of negatively re
spondingcultures;4, single-dose estimate of the rela
tive frequency 4 of RAPs which are CTL-Ps in these
assays, For a discussion of basic terms, refer to Sec
tion I,A for absolute number and relative frequency
LDAs and for BAPs and POPs, to Section 1,5 for the
SHPM, and to Section 1,C for sample and population
LDAs and the corresponding sample and population
parameters and estimates,

TABLE 11
ASSAY VALIDITY TEST STATISTICS FOR LDA DATA FROM TABLE I’

Assay Model /3 95% CI /3 Xope

Spleen 1 0.7 x l0 -7.1-8.6 x l0 0.67 0.41
2 -0.1 -3.2-3.0 0.19 0.67

Thymus 1 2.0 x l0 -1.7-5.7 x l0’ 0.56 0.45
2 -0.7 x tO -6.6-5.3 >c 10 2 0.04 0.84

lRefer to Section tl,B for a discussion of this table; and to Section II,A, I for an
explanation 9f the generalized linear modeling approach to assay validity tests for
the SHPM. /3 and 95% Cl j3, estimates of the slope /3 of the regression line from
alternative generalized linear models I and 2; x0 and P. a 1 dfy2 statistic and its
P value which test the significance of the deviation of the slope /3 from o. when the
511PM is valid, /3 should theoretically equal 0.
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ilL Sample LDAs: Sample Estimators Pd = 0 result in Wd = 0 and those with Pd = I result in indeterminate forms,
they are excluded from the calculations.

Most of the literature published on LDAs since their introduction al 2. Maximum Likelihood ML
most 80 years ago has been devoted to a diverse variety of data reduction
methods for estimating the sample parameters 4 and C14 References to The ML estimate 4ML is calculated as the value of 4 thdt maximizes the

this literature can be found in reviews by Halvorson and Ziegler 1933, log likelihood
Eisenhart and Wilson 1943 Finney 1952 Taylor 1962 Cornell and [ ffld
Speckman 1967, and Loyer and Hamilton 1984. All of these published In L Lrd - rd4Xd + nd - rdlnl - e d

estimators can be classified as graphical, tabular, or computational and as
design restricted or design unrestricted An estimator is design restricted by Newton s method of iterative approximation

if it can be used only for assays with specified designs usually limited to 3 In L/34
small numbers of dose groups and replicates and/or equal numbers of 4i+l - 4i - 3 ln L/342
replicates or to constant linear or exponential intervals between the dose
levels, where j is the ith iterative 4ML estimate of 4 and

3 In L I nd - rdXdeI
A. Mi1HoDs 84 =

+ 1 - e d J
Weighted mean WM, maximum likelihood ML, and minimum chi- andsquared MC estimators are design-unrestricted computational methods

for calculating the sample estimate . Weighted averaging for LDAs was 2 In L [-ne - rdXded1
used by Barkworth and Irwin 1938, but formulas for the weights were 42 j, = L 1 - ed2 I
not specified. These equations were derived and published by Taswell
1981. Likelihood maximization for LDAs was developed by Fisher are, respectively, the first and second partial derivatives of ln L with
1922, Halvorson and Ziegler 1933, arid Firmey 1951. It was imple- respect to 4 evaluated at 4. V4MLI4 is calculated as
mented by Peto 1953 in its present version with solution of the log

-likelihood In L equation by Newton’s method of iterative approximation. %‘MIj4 = 2 2
Chi-squared minimization for LDAs was proposed and implemented by 0 In L/a4 MI.

Taswell 1981. Consult this latter reference for derivations of the formu- the negative reciprocal of the second derivative evaluated at 4M1.* All data
las and explanations of the calculations for these three estimators. The are included in the calculations.
noniterative WM estimate 4WM is used as the starting value for approxi
mations to the iterative ML and MC estimates ML and 4MC. The I - 3. Minimum Chi-Squared MC
a 100% CI for 4 is calculated as 1 - a 100% C14 .= 4 – Za12[V444V12 The MC estimate 4MC 5 calculated as the value of 4 that minimizes
where V44 is the estimated conditional variance of the sample estima- Pearson’s chi-squared
tor given the sample. -

- 2 - ç [ rd - nde d’

1. Weighted Mean WM -
L-xi - ed

The WM estimate WM and its variance l"wMf4 are calculated as by Newton’s method of iterative approximation

4WM = Wd4d/ wd x2I4
= l/ wd

41+1 - 322/342

where the weight wd is calculated as in Eq. 6. Since doses with Ad = 0 or where & is the ith iterative 4MC estimate of 4 and
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and
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-
[nXe’d2rj - fld + - 21

- ‘

. fldi - e_4&d2

- 2r1e d - e3d re’’d - 4 + 7eXd - 4e-2d

ndl -

are, respectively, the first and second partial derivatives °2 with respect
to 4 evaluated at . VMcIch is calculated as

2
V4Mc144 a2x2ia2 MC

twice the reciprocal of the second derivative evaluated at MC. All data
are included in the calculations.

B. EXAMPLES

Table 111 presents frequency estimates and estimate validity test statis
tics for the spleen and thymus data from Table I. All three of the sample

TABLE Ill
PARAMETER ESTIMATES AND ESTIMATE VALIDITY TEST STATISTICS FOR LDA DATA

FROM TABLE l’

Esti
Assay rnator < 1O l4 < I0 95% CI 4 x I0

Spleen WM
ML
MC

14.47
15.01
14.92

65.64
66.96
68.64

9.44-19.49
9.93-20.08
9.79-20.06

0.650
0.658
0.657

0.420
0.417
0.418

Thymus WM
ML
MC

3.423
3.506
3.511

2.688
2.739
2.796

2.406-4.439
2.480-4.532
2.475-4.547

0.491
0.49
0.498

0.484
0.480
0.480

Refer to Section IIl,B for a discussion of this table; to Section II1,A for an explanation of
the sample estimators WM, ML, and MC used to calculate the sample parameter estimates
t, 1’4d>. and 95% CI ], and to Section 11,A,2 for the estimate validity test statistics
x0 and I’ for the SHPM.

estimates wM. ML. and MC approximate one another for each sample
spleen and thymus. Furthermore, the estimate validity test statistics
indicate good fit between the SHPM, the assay data, and each of the three
estimates. However, convergence and acceptance failure to reject by
Sl-IPM validity testing of the three estimates do not always occur as in
these examples of "good" assays.

C. SELECTION OF AN ESTIMATOR

Graphical methods are design unrestricted with limited accuracy and
precision, while tabular methods are design restricted with limited appli
cability. Most of the older computational methods Cornell and Speck-
man, 1967 are design restricted. They were developed to simplify calcu
lations before the computer revolution of the past decade eliminated
concerns for computational complexity. The newer computational meth
ods Section IIl,A; Taswell, 1981 are design unrestricted. These methods
Mc, 4ML 4’wM offer the greatest accuracy and precision and the
widest applicability. Using Monte Carlo experiments to evaluate their
sampling properties, Taswell 1981 ranked these three estimators as well
as the least-squares estimator 4LS in increasing order of mean squared
error as MC < 4ML < WM LS and advocated use of 4MC as the best
estimator with the smallest mean squared error for assay designs with a
small number 2-5 of dose-groups and a large number 24 of repli
cates. In several recent review articles, these results have been cited
incorrectly Miller, 1982, criticized colorfully Fazekas de St. Groth,
1982, and declared irrelevant Lefkovits and Waldmann, 1984.

Miller 1982, p. 222 claimed incorrectly that "Porter and Berry 1963
have worked out a statistically valid procedure for determining frequen
cies from limiting dilution data" and that "Taswell 1981 ... came to the
conclusion that the Porter and Berry procedure was the best method."
Porter and Berry 1963 acknowledged Finney 1952 and used a method
originally published by him Finney, 1951. If given an eponym, it could
be referred to as Finney’s estimator but not "the Porter and Berry proce
dure." It is a method that solves the ML equation with iterative approxi
mation based on a log-log transformation devised by Mather 1949.
Peto’s 1953 estimator is a method that solves the ML equation with
Newton’s iterative approximation based on derivatives. Taswell 1981
investigated Peto’s estimator but not Finney’s estimator. However, Fin
ney’s and Peto’s estimators are both ML estimators and can be denoted
4ML If calculated accurately, they should and do produce the same
results Taswell, unpublished results. As stated above, ‘Iaswel1 1981
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concluded that the MC estimator 4MC is the best method and not ML nor
"the Porter and Berry procedure."

Using emotionally provocative language when referring to Berkson
1980 and Taswell 1981, Fazekas de St. Groth 1982 criticized
Taswell’s recommendation for rather than ML as the best estimator.
Taswetl’s preference relied on Monte Carlo experiments and the experi
mental statistics arguments of Berkson, whereas Fazekas de St. Groth’s
criticism relied only on the theoretical mathematics arguments of the
discussants debating Berkson, In particular, Fazekas de St. Groth 1982,
p. R21 extensively quoted Pfanzagl 1980 but repeatedly omitted the
word "logit" from the phrase "minimum logit chi-square estimator."
Furthermore, he neglected to mention that Berkson’s 1980, p. 466 bioas
say example and Pfanzagl’s discussion of it were devoted to the two-
parameter logistic model and not the one-parameter exponential model
which is what the SHPM is. Berkson 1980, p. 458 clearly stated his
belief, however, that sometimes the ML estimator and sometimes one of
the several different MC estimators is better and therefore that every
problem should be investigated individually. Fazekas de St. Groth also
failed to discuss Berkson’s reply to the criticism of his use of the mean
squared error as an estimation criterion for biased estimators. This criti
cism was the substance of the quotation from Pfanzagl. Berkson’s 1980,
pp. 462, 486, and 487 reply was to challenge his critics to derive bias-
corrected estimators that can be computed and compared by Monte Carlo
experiments. Biased and bias-corrected estimators, alternative estimation
criteria, and the MC/ML controversy have been discussed further by
Amemiya 1980, Rao 1981, Harris and Kanji 1983, and Keatirig and
Mason 1985. Until the results of new Monte Carlo experiments with new
estimators whether biased or bias corrected and/or with a new estima
tion criterion that is art alternative to the mean squared error and that is
demonstrated to be relevant are published for the problem of estimating
parameters from LDAs, those reported by Taswell 1981 remain the only
results currently available that compare design-unrestricted MC and ML
estimators. As far as these results are concerned, investigators may de
cide for themselves whether they prefer realistic small sample experimen
tal computer simulations or idealized infinitely large sample theoretical
mathematical derivations.

In support of their use of &,s, Leficovits and Waldmann 1984, p. 267
offered their opinion that it does not matter which method is used to
estimate the unknown parameter because the parameter estimate repre
sents a roughly approximate assessment of a biological activity and not an
absolutely precise determination of a physical constant. Although it is
certainly true that physicochemical parameters can be measured more

accurately and precisely than biological parameters, this fact does not
justify avoiding measuring biological parameters as accurately and pre
cisely as possible. For LDA parameter estimates, "as accurately and
precisely as possible" means maximizing information obtained with lim
ited amounts of time, test subjects and other materials, and labor and
other expenses according to some cost-benefit analysis. According to
Taswell’ s 1981 Monte Carlo results, the use of MC or ML or even dwM
rather than the use of LS should provide the benefit of at least a several-
fold increase and as much as an order-of-magnitude increase in accuracy
and precision equivalent to a comparable decrease in materials, labor,
etc. for the cost of at most some additional lines of programming on a
calculator or microcomputer. Hopefully, the possibility that LDAs may
soon be used as tools in the routine diagnosis and treatment of human
disease Martin and Hansen, 1985 should convince most investigators
that any cost-benefit analysis should favor use of the estimator with the
greatest accuracy and precision.

Future investigations that explore the relative merits and demerits of
various estimators should compare their performance with regard to both
point and interval estimates of the parameters, and with regard to the
assay design which may be optimized for either validity test statistics or
parameter estimates as explained in Section V. To demonstrate convinc
ingly in a Monte Carlo experiment that an estimator is superior for a given
set of assumed parameter values and assay-design constants, it would be
necessary to prove that it has a lower coefficient of variation correspond
ing not only to its point estimates but also to its interval estimates. A
coefficient of variation corresponding to the point estimates can be de
fined by taking the ratio of the mean squared error for all of the estimates
to the assumed value for the parameter. A coefficient of variation corre
sponding to the interval estimates can be defined by taking the mean of
the individual ratios of each estimate’s standard error to the estimate’s
value. Thus, if for two different estimators the magnitude of the differ
ence between point estimates is small relative to the magnitude of the
interval estimates, it would not be possible to claim that one estimator is
"truly" superior to the other in any practically meaningful way. flow-
ever, if both estimators produced similar point estimates and one pro
duced smaller interval estimates than the other, then it would he reason
able to prefer the use of one rather than the other. The ability of
estimators to produce correct interval estimates could be tested by incor
porating prior distributions for the assumed parameters in the Monte
Carlo experiments. Incorporating prior distributions into the simulation
would also provide a means of automatically examining an estimator’s
performance over a range of parameter values.
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IV. Population LDAs

Most LDAs are performed serially in time on a sequence of samples
drawn from the same population. As discussed in Section L,C, these as
says can be interpreted as sample LDAs or as population LDAs and
should be analyzed appropriately according to the interpretation. When
interpreted as population LDAs, the sample parameters 4a for each assay!
sample in the sequence are considered to he the realized but unknown
values of the random variables 4 distributed according to the prior prob
ability density function pdf ir1a = 4aj/2, a, with population parame
ters p for the mean and o for the variance of the distribution of The
realized value 4a of the random variable 1a is then considered an un
known fixed parameter 4a that, together with the known assay-design
constants Aad and nad, determines the observed values rad of the random
variables Rad according to the conditional pdf fadRad tadI4a = 4a.
Finally, the data set {Aad, flad, radiI a A, 1 d Da} is used to cal
culate validity test statistics and the parameter estimates {4aI 1 a A}
for the samples, and and o for the population.

A. VALIDITY TESTS

For sample LDAs, it is necessary to validate a model for the conditional
pdffadradl4ia. For population LDAs, it is necessary to validate both a
model for the prior pdf 1Tçba/.L0, o- arid a model for the conditional pdf
fadradktla. Alternatively for population LDAs, it may be possible to vali
date a multistage model for the marginal pdf gdrd, a-. The condi
tional pdf fad has been assumed to be the binomial distribution

fadradl4a = :0l Oadad_rad

with the binomial parameter 0ad set equal to the negative response proba
bility Oad = exp-4aXd according to the SHPM ever since it was first
proposed by Greenwood and Yule 1917. The prior pdf ir was assumed to
be the log-normal distribution by Thomas 1955 but has not yet been
confirmed by other investigators. Other possibilities for the prior include
the normal distribution, the beta distribution

- 1i $-I
1T4aLq,

= a

Bo,

for relative frequency LDAs where 0 1 and Ba,f3 is the beta
function, and the gamma distribution

*aIIJ4, oi =

with

y - /4IT

=

for absolute number LDAs where 0 and I’y is the gamma
function. Possibilities for the marginal pdf gad include the various combi
nations of one of the priors with the conditional, for example,

‘ f flacigadradj.L, al
= ,.

C_adaXadl - eaXadnadad
ad

- 4 /3_I

Ba, d4a 8

an extension of the beta-binomial distribution [which uses a beta distribu
tion, Eq. 7, as the prior]. Validity tests for the models corresponding to
the conditional pdffd have been developed for sample LDAs Section II
but not yet for population LDAs cf. discussion by Taswell, 1984h, Valid
ity tests for the models corresponding to the prior pdf n and the marginal
pdf g have not yet been developed for population LDAs. Considering
each assay as one of a sequence of similar population LDAs rather than as
an isolated sample LDA unrelated to the others in the sequence provides
a conceptual framework that should permit the development of efficient
sequential methods for validity testing.

B. PoPULATION ESTIMATORS

Porter and Berry 1963 calculated the population estimate ji by pool
ing A individual sample data sets {Xad, 1ad, radii d Da} into one
combined population data set {Xa1, dad, radi I a A, 1 d Da} and
then analyzing this combined data set with the sample estimator 4ML.
Taswell et a!. 1979 calculated by averaging the set of A individual
sample estimates {aI 1 a A} with the unweighted arithmetic mean.
Using Monte Carlo experiments, Taswdll 1981 compared these two ap
proaches: 1 sample estimator analysis of the pooled data versus 2
averaging the individual sample estimates, for each of the four sample
estimators 4MC, 4ML’ WM, and 4LS. He obtained a smaller mean squared
error for the first approach relative to the second for each of the four
estimators and advocated MC analysis of the pooled data as the best

with

a = Ihe[P4l - .lI4 - 11

7

/3 = 1 - z[pl - oIop - 1]
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method overall. However, these Monte Carlo experiments actually simu
lated multiple assays for the same sample rather than multiple samples for
the same population. Thus, the Monte Carlo results apply to sample esti
mates, not population estimates, and justify the assertion that data from
multiple assays for the same sample can and should be pooled in order to
establish the convention of one-to-one correspondence between assays
and samples as explained in Section I,C. Nevertheless, it should be clear
that any population estimator consisting of a method that first pools data
from different samples and then analyzes the pooled data with a sample
estimator is invalid because it fails to account for the biological variation
between samples. More precisely, the invalidity of this approach derives
from the facts that 1 sample estimators are based on the SHPM, 2 the
SHPM applies only within each sample and not between different sam
ples, and therefore 3 sample estimators are valid only for individual
sample data and not for combined population data.
The terminology and notation of Section IV,A further clarify the dis

tinction between sample estimators and population estimators. Sample
estimators for the sample estimand 4 from sample LDAs are based only
on the conditional pdffand do not use any information from other assays!
samples, Population estimators for the sample estimands {4af I a A}
from population LDAs are based on both the prior pdf i and conditional
together and do use information from other assays/samples in the se
quence. Population estimators for the population estimands p and o are
based either on the marginal pdf g or on both the prior and conditional
together. Those based on the marginal calculate only population estimates
j2 and d, whereas those based on the prior and conditional calculate
both sample estimates {a! I a A} and population estimates and
&. Population estimators based on the marginal require specification of
the prior in order to formulate the marginal as, for example, in Eq. 8
where the prior has been specified as a beta distribution [Eq. 71. An
example of a population estimator based on this marginal is the solution
for a and /3 that maximizes the log likelihood equation

in La, /3 = In
J1 [ detadaAadl e aAadnad_tai]

aI

<
4l - 4aY’ dBa, /3

with the estimates a and f then used to calculate the population estimates
= Æ/Æ + /3

Population estimators based on the prior and conditional may or may not
require specification of the prior. Examples include parametric empirical
Bayes estimators Morris, 1983 that specify a prior, nonparametric em
pirical Bayes estimators Robbins, 1983 that do not specify a prior, and
nonparametric maximum likelihood estimators Laird, 1978 that combine
aspects of both approaches.

Population estimators based on an unspecified prior together with the
conditional possess the clear advantage that no assumptions need be
made about the nature or form of the prior distribution. This approach
may be the most appropriate at a time when insufficient data have been
accumulated and tested for selection of one of several alternative prior
distributions such as the normal, log-normal, beta, and gamma distribu
tions, etc. The simplest class of population estimators based on an un
specified prior is the class of moments estimators of which the simplest is
the unweighted arithmetic mean. Although theoretically superior see
above to the pooling used by Porter and Berry 1963, there are several
major problems with the unweighted averaging used by Taswell et a!.
[979. First, the calculated mean is not weighted, so it is inefficient.
Second, the calculated variance of the mean is tlhe estimate4 and not
the estimate &. To characterize a population, the pair {I, Æä} is re
quired and not the pair {,i, Vjl}. Ideally, the quadruple {ji,, V1l,,
Æ, V} would be desired. Third, the calculated population estimates
are obtained from sample estimates in a way that does not adequately
incorporate the concept of the prior distribution. Thomas 1955 recog
nized that

Va Vqa4a + V4a = Va4a + cr, 9

the variance Va of the sample estimator equals the sum of the statisti
cal variance VaP4a of the sample estimator given the sample and the
biological variance V4a = oj of the samples within the population.
Every population estimator must incorporate the concept represented by
Eq. 9 in some way in order to be theoretically valid. These three prob
lems invalidate use of the unweighted arithmetic mean as a population
estimator.
A population estimator based on an unspecified prior and incorporating

Eq. 9 is the estimator that calculates the population estimates by the
method of weighted moments from the sample estimates according to the
following algorithm:

I. Set 6 = 0
2. Set Wa = l![çiaI4a + &,}
3. Calculate Z1, = >Waa!Wa and V41 = l/Wa= a//[a + /2a + $ + 11
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4. Calculate d = max{0, c’4q + [a -
- %a4aIA}

5. Repeat steps 2-4 until each estimate converges
6, Report the triple Vf, aj}

where a and l2aI4a are sample estimates such as MC and %tMcj4 as
calculated in Section IIl,A. Use of this method is demonstrated with
examples in Section VI. This method could be enhanced further by simul
taneously calculating the A sample estimates 3a with nonparametric em
pirical Bayes methods although this refinement would require retaining all
of the data {ad, flad, radl 1 a A, I d D.j rather than just the sample
estimates {, V4I a A}. More sophisticated methods integrat
ing assay design should also be developed, As a - and information
accumulates about p. and a, current estimates of these population pa
rameters based on the previous a - I assays should be used to estimate
each new sample parameter 4a by empirical Bayes and other methods as
well as to improve the efficiency of the assay design for the estimation of
both the new sample parameter 4a and the new estimates of the popula
tion parameters and 47 based on a rather than a - I assays Sec
tion V.

V. Assay DesIgn

Analysis of data from both sample and population LDAs produces
validity test statistics and parameter estimates as results. Design optimi
zation criteria should be used in a manner that permits the choice of a
design most appropriate for the result desired. Multiple-dose assay de
signs optimal for validity test statistics are not optimal for parameter
estimates. Single-dose assay designs optimal for parameter estimates are
not optimal, in fact not even useful at all, for validity test statistics. Thus,
an additional criterion will be necessary to shift the optimal design in a
sequential analysis of population LDAs from one emphasizing model dis
crimination to one emphasizing parameter estimation Hill ci a!., 1968;
Borth, 1975.

A. VALIDITY TESTS

As discussed in Section IV,A, validity tests are currently available only
for the conditional pdffin sample LDAs. Design optimization has not yet
been investigated but could be patterned after that done by Chambers and
Cox 1967. In general, however, these validity tests especially those in
Section II,A increase in efficiency and power as the design constants D

and {ndl d D} increase in size. Validity tests arc not yet available for
the prior pdf ir together with the conditional pdffor for the marginal pdf g
in population LDAs. Since these validity tests could he developed as
sequential hypothesis tests, design optimization would be an integral part
of the sequential analysis.

B. SAMPLE AND POPULATION ESTIMATORS

Design optimization has been investigated extensively for sample esti
mators and recently for population estimators. An optimal dose was rec
ommended for the first time by Stein 1919 and calculated by Fisher
1928 to be = 1.6 corresponding to 0’’ = 0.20 where w’’ is the optimal
number of BAPs and 0* is the optimal negative response probability for
the single-dose sample assay. Subsequently, what became known as the
Fisher information I was plotted as a function of w by Fisher 1935 and as
a function of 0 by Bartlett 1935. Since then, Fisher’s results have been
obtained by more than a dozen other authors, including Fazekas de St.
Groth 1982, who plotted 1 [equal to w in Eq. 5 with p replaced by 0 =
exp-1 as a function of both u and 0. Single-dose sample LDAs at
Fisher’s optimal dose may be the most efficient for estimating the sample
parameter 4, but they are not practical because they require prior knowl
edge of the parameter 4 in order to design the assay so that A = 1.6/4.
Obviously, though, if 4 is known in advance, there is no need to perform
the assay.
This logical contradiction does not occur for population LDAs where

prior knowledge, available from previous assays in the sequence, can be
used to estimate j and o, approximate the prior distribution of Fa, and
design the next assay in the sequence so that the probability of Aa =
is maximized. This task can be accomplished by choosing Xa equal to the
current estimate 4,s. = //.i where is the current estimate of pj
calculated from the previous a - 1 assays and p. is the optimal number
of BAPs for the single-dose population assays. depends on both
and aj or CV oIjt,, which are approximated with the current
estimates jI and d. is calculated according to an asymptotic analysis
and tabulated with corresponding values of and 4, respectively, the
negative response and noninformative assay probabilities for the single-
dose population assays Taswell, 1984a. The noninformative assay prob
ability,

= fl eaaad + fl I - eaXadnad

which reduces to
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lila = e flaaXa + 1 - e aXa tZa

for single-dose assays, is defined as the probability that the test subjects in
the assay respond alt positively or all negatively. Once ka has been cho
sen. a must be chosen sufficiently large in size so that attains a satis
factorily low level in probability in order to avoid assays that are "nonin
formative" with ra = 0 or ra = fla’

For p 0.1, Taswell 1984a obtained increasing values for 14 within
the range 1.6 14 2.6 with corresponding decreasing values for 14
within the range 0.20 14 0.14 as a function of increasing values of
CV within the range 0 CV0 0,5, For CV = 0.5, at = 1.8 e =

0.23 with 95% and at p = 1.2 = 0.35 with 80% of the efficiency of
14 = 2.614 = 0.14, he obtained decreasing values evaluated at
or within the ranges 0.04 ‘< ‘:p.i = 1.8 0.003 and 0.005

= 1.2 0.00004, respectively, as a function of increasing values
of na within the range 40 200. Since CVq = 0.5 possibly represents
a variance typical of some stable biological populations Section VI,B,
these results suggest that single-dose population assays could be per
formed when sufficient prior information is available and model discrimi
nation is no longer an issue. This analysis assumed a beta distribution
[Eq. 7] as the prior pdf and used minimization of the Cramer-Rae
minimum variance OR equivalent to maximization of the Fisher informa
tion I to find the optimal dose. Future analyses should explore other prior
distributions and other design optimization criteria such as extensions of I
and Gart, 1959; Ferreira, 1981. However, whether applied to single-
or multiple-dose assay designs, the goal of optimization methods should
be to minimize the error of the estimators subject to the constraint of a
chosen fixed level of the noninformative assay probability.

VI. Comparative Experiments

LDAs can be used to compare natural populations, experimentally
treated populations, and the effectiveness of purification and depletion
procedures Taswell el a!., 1979. These comparisons require estimation
of the differences between and/or ratios of the BAP frequencies of the
populations being compared. Simple methods are described in Section
VL,A for calculating confidence intervals and test statistics for these dif
ferences and ratios. More complicated methods based on sequential anal
ysis should be developed in the future. Sequential hypothesis testing will
enable the investigator to terminate the experiment at the earliest possible
time smallest number of sequential assays for a given level of signifi

cance. I-low to interpret hypothesis tests was discussed recently by Sals
burg 1985, who satirized the abuse of P values in an amusing article
entitled "The Religion of Statistics as Practiced in Medical Journals." He
suggested a reform from sole use of P values to greater use of multiple
confidence intervals in particular, a set of three: the 50% Cl, 80% Cl, and
99% Cl with decisions based on the CI appropriate for the risks entailed
as a consequence of each decision.

A. METHODS

When comparing populations, it is necessary to decide whether the
samples from the populations are independent or paired. in most experi
ments, there are two independent sequences {a! I a A} and {hI 1
b B} of samples from two different populations A and B. However, if
there is a single sequence { I a A} from the population A where
each sample a is divided in half and the two halves a,t and a,2 are
subjected to two different treatments including "control and experimen
tal" and "before and after", then the sample halves should be consid
ered paired. Paired half samples {4a,! ,4-a.2 1 a A permit estimation
of the sample differences D0 and ratios Ma and the population difference
PD and ratio P-M. Independent samples {4’a,hI 1 a A,l < b B}
permit estimation of the population difference !LA and ratio
Confidence intervals for these parameters can then be compared and P
values for test statistics can be calculated using the algorithms reviewed
by Maindonald 1984.

1. Confidence Intervals and Tests for Differences
a. Paired Samples. Let ‘a,] and a,2 1 a A denote the paired

halves of the ath sample subjected to the two different treatments. Calcu
late the sample estimates a1 V44i4l41 cI2 and laka as in
Section III,A. Estimate the sample differences Da and population differ
ence j.t and their variances as

= 4aj -

DaIa
= ‘a.a,l +

Wa = l/1I5aIiI.a

P-D =

=

Then calculate a Cl and test statistic as
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1 - 4100% CIjs - /ZD – Za/2[1I.tDI in fLeA/B - In 4,.A - In 4
z = 4o![%>4u]1 12’In /ie,A/t4.= V4e,A/4ä,A +

where z observes the standard normal distribution in a two-tailed test for Then calculate a CI and test statistic as
the null hypothesis that 0 or a.i = &,2.

b. Independent Samples. Let {aIi a A} and {łbIl b B} 1 - 4100% CIp,A/I1 = exp{ln MF.AB – za12[Vlfl /Le 4/Bl "}

denote independent samples from two different populations A and B = A,BI[Vln 4, 4Bj’
Calculate the population estimates /2e , V44 A, ILCF,B, and V40,B as in .

Section IV B by the method of weighted moments Then estimate A8
where z observes the standard normal distribution in a two tailed test for

and its variance and calculate a CI and test statistic as the null hypothesis that M&A/B -- I or L4,4 pja.

/L4,A-B = 1t&A - fLe,B B. EXAMPLES
V4eAa = VCtt1i2 A + V4e,s

Table IV presents parameter estimates from population I .DAs identical
1 - 4100% CIj.Le.AB = /.LcVA B – zAV4n,ABI1’ to the sample LDAs for normal spleen and thymus test preparations de

= /[çY I/2 scribed in Sections Il,B and III,B. The purified spleen test preparations
Z ILO,A_B P44-B consisted of normal spleen test preparations that were passed over nylon

where z observes the standard normal distribution in a two-tailed test for wool columns. Population estimates were calculated by the method of
the null hypothesis that P4 A B = 0 or = /L4 B weighted moments as in Section IV B from sample estimates calculated

by the method of minimum chi-squared as in Section ll1,A,3. Results
2. Confidence Intervals and Tests for Ratios from these assays were previously published by Taswell et al. 1979.

a. Paired Samples. Estimate the sample ratios Ma and population However, estimates of cP and C"e = &j14,p were not calculated in their
ratio MM and their variances as analysis of the data. In these examples Æ, was always greater than V40,

- 2 and C ranged from 0.5 to 1.0. suggesting that there is large variation
a - ‘pa,i ‘pa,2 between samples of each population. Tables V and VI compare two popu

ln Ma = In 4. - ln 4a.2 lations by examining their differences and ratios. Samples were prepared
- A /12 + .. and split in half with one half subjected to experimental treatment a[lnMJi - ta,iPa Pa,i ‘.‘ a.2 ‘ya ‘+‘a.2 purification procedure and the other half not. Thus, the half samples

Wa = l/QUna]
Zin M = waln ICIJIEwa TABLE IV

V PARAMETER ESTJMATES FROM POPULATION LDAs FOR THE DETERMINATION OF NIURINEV/Lj = lILiWa CTL-P FREQUENCIES"

ILM = expQijn i
Assay sequence A Range ‘ta x 10 4, x i0 V,l x i0 &? x I0 CV

Then calculate a CI and test statistic as -_________________

- Normal spleen 12 0.2-6.3 2.2 2.1 22.8 0.70
I - 4100% CIMM = exp{4j M – za,2[VQLin MI} Purified spleen 5 0.8-15.6 6.2 77.7 360.8 0.98

- I,, Normal thymus 5 0.4-1.0 0.7 0.2 1.0 0.46
Z = Mu MI[VQ.tln MU

a Rerer to Section VI,B for a discussion of this table, to Section IV,B for an explanation ofwhere z observes the standard normal distribution in a two tailed test or
the population estimators weighted moments used to calculate the population parameter

the null hypothesis that IL,w = I or 4a,i = tta.2. . . estimates [jL,, 12’CiZt,, &,, and Ccdl. and to Section I,C for basic terms and notation
b. independent Samples, Estimate MO,A,8 and its variance as including the number A of assays/samples in the sequence and the estimate cf, of the cith

sample parameter 4’a in the sequence. Note the distinction between ot and Vp4. oj is the
fLeA/B = ILO,A’M&B variance of the samples whereas V,.t, is the variance of the mean of the samples.
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TABLE V
SAMPLE ES11MATES FOR MuRINE CTL-P FREQUENCIES FROM SAMPLES ANALYZED AS
BOTH PAIRED AND INDEPENDENT SEQUENCES FOR THE COMPARISON OF Pot’usATIoN

ESTIMATES IN TABLE Vl

Samples Purified spleen Normal spleen

Paired a 3a,i I’&,2I&,l
1
2
3

1.564 x t0
1.867 x 10
4.725 x 10

1.713 x 10
1.759 X I0
5.824 x l0

6.282 x
7.963 x
2.980 x

10
l0
10 ‘

1.482 x 10-6

3.475 x 10 8

2,407 x 10
4 8.447 x IO 3.121 x 10 2.280 x 10 6.791 x 10

Independent aorb 14,

Refer to Section VI,B for a discussion of this table and to Section V1,A for an explana
tion of terms and notation.

were true paired samples. However, they were analyzed as both paired
and independent samples for the purpose of demonstrating the methods of
analysis and the importance of distinguishing between paired and inde
pendent samples. Table V presents the sample estimates and Table VI the
population estimates with test statistics. Improper analysis of the paired
samples as independent samples wastes the information gathered by the
experiment. Proper analysis of the paired samples results in dramatic
rejection of the null hypothesis that the two populations are equivalent.

TABLE VI
POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR DIFFERENCES AND RATIOS or MURINE CTL-P

FREQUENCIES FROM Two POPULATIONS WITH TIlE SAMPLE ESTIMATES IN TABLE V

Differences

Paired

Ratios

IndependentPaired Independent
samples samples samples samples
4o a .iM /iA!

0.740 x l0 2.601 x l0 2.129 2.083
95% CI j. 0.4-1.1 x 10 -4.5-9.7 x 10 1.6-2.9 0.4-11.8
z statistic 4.209 0.715 4.974 0.831
P value 2.6 x 10 0.47 8.3 X 10 0.41

Refer to Section VI,B for a discussion of this table and to Section VI,A for an explana
tion of terms and notation.

VII. Clonal Analysis

LDAs can also be used to separate, characterize, and quantitate sub-
populations of BAPs with different activities by clonal analysis Taswell
et a!., 1980. Throughout this article, the term population has referred to a
collection of samples where each sample is an independent test prepara
tion derived from one of a sequence of identical biological sources. For
example, a sample may correspond to one animal and a population to a
sequence of such animals of the same species, strain, age, sex, etc. In this
section and in Section VIII, however, the term population refers to the
collection of BAPs e.g., cells in the test preparation. Albeit confusing,
both usages are nevertheless consistent with common parlance. Thus,
given a test preparation consisting of a population of BAPs with multiple
activities, the population may be 1 homogeneous with each BAP pos
sessing multiple activities, 2 heterogeneous with each BAP possessing a
single activity, or 3 a complex combination of homogeneous and hetero
geneous subpopulations.

In a typical clonal analysis, POPs are administered to test cultures at
dose levels sufficiently low to ensure low BAP dose levels and high mono
clonality probability. After the expansion of precursors into clones, indi
vidual cultures are split into two or more fractions, tested for the presence
of two or more different activities, and assigned the appropriate culture
activity phenotype. In the case of a BAP population tested for two differ
ent activities A and B, there are four possible culture activity phenotypes
with both activities AtB, AB, AB, and AB and four with one
activity without regard to the other A8, A. B, and B. Phenotype
distributions and BAP frequencies are then estimated. Test statistics for
the independent association of phenotypes and monoclonality probabili
ties for each culture are then estimated based on the phenotype distribu
tions and BAP frequencies, respectively. Statistical clonaf analysis can be
confirmed by biological clonal analysis wherein cultures presumed to be
true clones i.e., monoclonal are recultured or subeloned Taswell eta!.,
1980. Indeed, many LDA culture systems permit propagation and re
peated subcloning of the original clones.

A. METHODS

Clonal analysis requires careful examination of cultures with the dou
ble-positive activity phenotype The standard x2 test Section
VIII,A,l can be performed on the observed phenotype distribution for
the independent association of phenotypes in a 2 x 2 contingency table.
Fisher’s exact probability test for this problem was discussed by
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Lefkovits and Waldmann 1979, The monoclonality probability i< that a
positive response in a test culture is generated by a single flAP as the
precursor of a true clone Section ViI,A,2 can be calculated as a function
of the estimated BAP frequency 4 and the known POP dose level X
Taswelll et al., 1980. Several theoretical plots of i have been published.
Lefkovits and Waldmann 1979 plotted K as a function of the unknown
BAP dose-level which can be estimated by = X and Miller 1982
plotted i< as a function of the positive response probability I - 0 [which
can be estimated by I - p = I - nfl or by 1 - = 1 - exp-AJ.

1. Chi-Squared Test for the Independent Association of Phenotypes
Code the eight phenotypes AB-, AB, AB, A, A, B, and

B- by the indices ij with values 0 and I as 11, 10, 01, 00, 1., 0., .1, and .0.
Define s as the observed numbers of cultures with the phenotypes coded
by the subscripts j from a group of n cultures all at the same POP dose
level A. Calculate the expected numbers = sLs.11n and the test statistic

x2 = sj -

i=-O j=O

where x2 observes the x2 distribution with I df in an upper-tailed test for
the null hypothesis that the phenotypes A, A, B, and B are associated
independently.

2. Monoclonality Probability for Positive Cultures
Using the phenotype codes as explained in Section V11,A, I, define sd

as the observed numbers of cultures with the phenotypes coded by the
subscripts ij from a dose group of d cultures at the POP dose-level d’

Define r = nd - as the observed numbers of cultures that are
"negative" relative to the coded phenotype. Define j as the estimate of
the j-eoded phenotypic BAP frequency calculated from the data set
{Xd, d, rdU 1 d D} by a sample estimator as explained in Section I1,A.
Calculate

- /Xd exp -Ad -

___________

Kd,- -1 - exp-4Xd expA -

as the monoclonality probability estimate based on the y-coded pheno
typic BAP frequency estimate 4 for positive cultures generated at the
POP dose-level Xd.

B. EXAMPLES

Figure 1 displays the CTL anti-P8l5 and anti-AKRA activities of the
individual test cultures from a single dose group of an LDA for the clonal
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FIG. I. CTL anti-P815 and anti-AKRA activities phenotypes A and B, respectively for

individual test cultures from a single dose group of an LDA for the clonal analysis of a

primary C5713L16 anti-DBA/2 murine MLC cell population. Dotted lines indicate the mini-

* mum positive activity level: right upper quadrant, AB left upper quadrant, A8 right

lower quadrant, A B’; left lower quadrant, A B . Reproduced from Fig. 2 of Taswell pt al.

1980, The Journal of Experimental Medicine 151, pp. 1372-1385, by copyright permission

of The Rockefeller University Press. For discussion of this figure, refer to Section VlI,B.

analysis of a primary C57BL/6 anti-DBAI2 murine mixed leukocyte cul
ture MLC cell population. Table VII presents data and parameter esti
mates from another LDA for an identical population identified as popula
tion I in Table II of Taswell et a!., 1980. From this assay, the phenotype
distribution {S1,II = 1, = 10, si,01 = 3, Si.ioo = 58} for dose-group d = I
with A1 1 results in x2 = 0.309 with P = 0.578 thus failing to reject the

4*

PERCENT SPECIFIC 51Cr RELEASE AKRA
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nuU hypothesis that the phenotypes associate independently. However,
the x2 test is not trustworthy when the cell frequencies in the 2 x 2
contingency table are less than -5 as in this case. Nevertheless, the
monoclonality probability estimates , equal or exceed 0.94 for all rele
vant if. Therefore, it is likely that these positive cultures were true clones.
This statistical clonal analysis was confirmed by biological clonal analy
sis, as shown in Fig. 2, which demonstrates clearly that subelones re
tained the same activity phenotypes as their parent clones.
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Fio. 2. Phenotypic activities for individual test cultures or "subclones" derived from
parent cultures or . ‘clones" that were originally established at A I with , 0.94 according
to the analysis in Table VIE. Subcultures were derived froiri original parent cultures with
activity phenotype: V, A 8 *, AB A, A B. Reproduced from Fig. 3 ofTaswell eta!.
1980, The Journal of Experimental Medicine 151, pp. 1372-1385, by copyright permission
of The Rockefeller University Press. For discussion of this figure, refer to Section VlI,B.
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VIII. Partition Analysis

Finally, the principles of LDAs can be used to examine the interac
tions of different kinds of BAPs within heterogeneous populations. In this
section as explained in Section VII, the term population refers to a collec
tion of BAPs in a single sample i.e., in a test preparation and not to a
collection of multiple samples. Thus, this examination, called partition
analysis by Lefkovits and Waldmann 1984, presumably reveals the pres
ence of one or more interacting pairs of BAPs that are diluted to limiting
doses at different POP dose levels and are thus revealed at different points
along the dose-response curve. Partition analysis with this interpretation
of interacting pairs of BAPs has been developed by immunologists and is
characterized by saw tooth or sinusoidal curves on plots of Yd = ln Pd
versus Xd = Ad Waldmann, 1977 Corley et a!,, 1978; Eichmann et a!.,
1983. Various models have been proposed to explain these multiphasic
curves Lefkovits and Waldmann, 1979; Fey et al., 1983, but their valid
ity has not yet been established. In order to do so, 1 experiments should
be performed so that there are many points dose groups with dose-levels
Ad for each presumed arcing segment and linear segment of the dose-
response curve, and 2 the complete data set {Xd, flu, rd I d D} for
each experiment should be published in tables such as Table I so that any
investigator can analyze the data for both model selection and parameter
estimation. Segments of the curves have already been used to estimate
frequencies based on the SHPM, but rules for determining inclusion of
points within the segment to be analyzed have not been published. If the
SHPM does apply to linear segments of these multiphasic curves, then
plots corresponding to the validity tests of Section 1I,A should produce
figures with displaced but parallel line segments giving the appearance of
step functions. Although these experiments use the principles of LDAs,
they are nevertheless experiments and not assays. Until these experi
ments become routine assays, the importance of publishing data sets of
numbers in tables rather than curves in figures cannot be overernpha
sized. Publication of these data will enable all interested biologists and
statisticians to examine this problem more carefully.

IX. Conclusion

LDAs were originally developed and have been most extensively used
by public health officials and sanitary engineers for the examination of
water supplies, sewage and waste water, and dairy products Phelps,
1908; McCrady, 1915; Greenwood and Yule, 1917; Greenberg et a!., 1985;

Richardson, 1985. As discussed in Section 1, LDAs have also been used
by investigators from many other biological and medical sciences. It is the
immunologists, however, who have been responsible for renewing inter
est over the past decade in the continuing development of methods for the
statistical analysis of LDA data. This renewed interest derives from the
increased size of assays and conpiexity of applications in immunology.
Sanitary engineers typically use 1, 5, or 10 replicates for each of from Ito
3 dose groups to determine, for example, whether the concentration of
bacteria in drinking water does not exceed the maximum safe level. lm
munologists, however, typically use, say, 24, 60, 192, or more replicates
for each of from 3 to 6 or more dose groups to perform experimental
comparisons, clonal analyses, and partition analyses Sections VI, VII,
and VIII, respectively that are relatively much more complicated. Re
newed interest in statistical research for LDAs also derives from ad
vances in computers and statistics. Efficient statistical analysis of data
from larger, more complicated assays would never have been practically
feasible without the assistance of the poweiful yet economical personal
computers that have become available just within the past decade. Many
new theories and methods have been developed in statistics over the past
several decades, some that have been and some that have not yet been
applied to LDAs, as discussed throughout this article. Certainly, much
work remains to be done.

This article attempts to provide an outline of all statistical methods
relevant to LDAs, reviewing past origins and recommending future direc
tions. Apparently, it is the first such attempt to collect statistical work on
LDAs from many diverse fields and to unify it with a common terminol
ogy and notation within a systematic treatment of validity tests, parame
ter estimators, and assay design for both sample and population LDAs.
Hopefully, it will not be the last such attempt. The distinction between
sample and population LDAs Section I,C and the boundary between the
concepts of using sample LDAs to estimate sample parameters Section
III and population LDAs to estimate both sample and population pararn
eters Section IV,B should be explored further. These issues of parame
ter estimation should be investigated within a conceptual framework that
fully integrates model discrimination and selection Sections II and IV,A
and design optimization Section V. The goal of this approach should be
to extract maximum information from past assays in a sequence in order
to obtain maximum information from future assays in the sequence. Fur
thermore, it should also be to estimate the biological variance Va =

of the samples ta I a A} within the population in addition to the
usual statistical variance Vçba of the sample estimator a given the
sample 4a. A method for estimating a- is introduced for the first time in
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COMPUTER SOFTWARE

Programs for all statistical methods detailed in this article have been developed for the
Commodore Amiga. Apple Macintosh, IBM PC, and compatible personal computers. Con
tact the author for further information about the availability of this software.
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